Building an MLM Dynasty is Something You Do After You
Learn How to Create Excited “Fans” Out of What You Retail
Dear Exhausted and Almost Broke Five-Time Opportunity Loser,
If you’re a work-from-home MLM die-hard but have clearly failed to earn even minimum wage ($6.35 per hour
which is $50 bucks a day and $250 per week or $1,000 per month) then you are obviously selling the wrong end
of the stick and/or you simply refuse to correct what obviously isn’t working.
Name me one legitimate real-world Billion dollar business that doesn’t have a retail outlet. Even APPLE
computer has an iPhone retail store. As does Verizon and yet you don’t have a R-E-T-A-I-L business.
Without a line —–mine is around the world—–with cash in hand customers who buy what you sell, at retail, you
have nothing. Nickels lead to dollars and PEOPLE magazine doesn’t try to sell the monthly subscription to
strangers. They asked their retail buyers to simply become monthly partners. That’s the simple secret.
Millionaire yet? Me neither. But I did earn an
extra $2,391 last week and my boss doesn’t even
know I moonlight as a mail-order fanatic. Easy
system. Just $14.95. Twenty dollar guarantee.
Booklet and double CD album. Laugh if you
want. I only need two sales per newspaper ad to
make $1,000 per week cash. Find out how. Free
instructions: www.Your-Web-Site-Here.com

Authors Note: I prefer “weeklies” over DAILY
newspapers because with dailies the people toss
them out too fast. I want my $27 ad to stay in
their HOUSE for week. At least. This allows
over 100,000 people per week to see my ads.

Here’s The Subliminal Message in One of
My 17 Different Simple Classified Ads











$14.95 product with a $20 money back no risk promise.
You can do this Part-time. This is not a job.
Don’t call me on my cell. Go to my website.
I don’t care if you believe me or even laugh at me.
This works with or without your permission.
Lose your worry rag. The free SAMPLE is on-line.
You are selling a cash flow system = $1,000 weekly.
This works. I am already earning $8K month = P/T.
The word “moonlight” means simple P/T work.
Once on-line, the SYSTEM takes their money. Easy.

Seven (7) Little Things You Haven’t Yet Learned To Execute That
Actually Separate You From Earning $2,000 to $5,000 Per Week
If You Didn’t Earn $20,000 Last
Month Here’s Seven (7) Reasons Why

Reason #1: Because 10,000 to 25,000 people PER DAY don’t see your ads.
Reason #2: Because your initial front-end price is too expensive.
Reason #3: Because you aren’t leveraged to earn $1,000 per sale.
Reason #4: Because you don’t know how (or where) to create or place ads.
Reason #5: Because your ads don’t induce cognitive dissonance.
Reason #6: Because you don’t have a “list” (auto-responder) of 2,000+ yet.
Reason #7: Because you sold the MLM before you earned $$ off the prospect.
If you’re selling “Stay Home and Retire” No One Believes You. Ever
Copyrights 2008 / Joe Schroeder

Wonder Why?
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Can a Semi-Handsome High-School Drip Whose An Ex-Street
** Magician Really Build a $100,000 Per Week “Nobody is Home”
Viral 40-40-40 Business From Any Star-Bucks Coffee Shop
Anywhere in America with Just a Lap-Top and Some ideas?

A

And lso Built a Downline of Over
5,000 Monthly Paid Members All At The Same
Time Doing The Same Trick?
Here’s what the MLM (multi-level) crowd does. They look to recruit and
create “partners” without first creating customers which is like trying
to sell a franchise to someone who wasn’t first a die-hard fan.
It’s backwards. The key is to be able to kill two birds with one stone.
The key is to be able to support your “work from home” addiction —–with
constant cash flow—– and creating a warehouse of future partners all
with one seamless train of customers who convert to fans who later on
decide to “join” your whatever program you promote.
That’s how I grew a stable 3,000+ affiliates while also building a

It’s easier to
earn $1,000 per week selling a retail product than it is trying to earn only
a $100 per month, residually, in Network Marketing.
downline of over 5,000 active members. Never forget this.

Even people with monthly “downline” total monthly sales of $50,000 only
make $1,500 to $2,000 per month. Chump change.
And yet they still put the horse in front of the cart and think they are
building a F/T business. Meanwhile, had they had a retail SYSTEM that
made them $200 to $500 to $1,000 per customer, they could have been F/T
ages ago and been making $25,000 per month above and beyond the MLM.
Randy Gage knew that. He started with a $69 CD album. Mike Dillard knew
that and started by retailing his $37 book. Dennis Karganilla knew that
and he started my selling FUNDED-PROPOSAL way back in 1999. So did Jimmy
Vigilante who now owns Wowzza. He spent two years with me. What does Val
Smith lead with? ( ) MLM (X) Retail cash system? Facts are facts.

Etch this in stone. Building a “business” and being able to go F/T and
earn $5,000 to $15,000 per month are two totally separate functions.
What the Pyramid Lords did, was they paid themselves FIRST and learned
to make income first, through retail, and then they had a stable of “new
blood” to seek a monthly partnership with. Kinda obvious, but yet 97%
lead with the residual instead of the cash flow.
** DVD of (53:21 Minutes) of Joe Schroeder Doing Real Street Magic $27 Extra
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Here’s a Sample of (1 of 12) My Famous $2,000 Full Page Magazine Ads:
If you knew the ancient art of “ad copy” writing, you could design your own post-cards, drum up your own
Classified ads and basically, have the license to PRINT your own money. Because that’s what this is like.

It’s Easier To Go F/T When You Are Earning $200
Per Day and Creating a Few Downlines All at Once!
Learn To Sponsor More People in a Month Than Most Networkers Sponsor in a Year!
Paramus, N.J.—Earning real money with any work
-at-home program is hard. Some would even say it’s
easier to teach a fish to ride a bicycle than it is to
build a residual monthly check of $5,000 or more.
That’s how it was for me. Hard. Plus, there’s nothing
worse than being in a program with other people
making $2,500 or more per week and its been
months and you still haven’t gotten one person to
pay you $500 to $1,500 for your “2-Up” product.
Then it hit me right over my head.

ALMOST LIKE LIGHTENING!
But even in programs that promise $500 to $1,000
in your pocket per sale, it still takes a month of
Sunday’s just to break even. That, plus having to
feed your sponsor a few sales BEFORE you even
come close to getting your money back—–good
gravy. Can you say “Chinese water torture!”
I know you know what I mean. Not only that, but I
used to feel like a Dweeb too. Only because it gets to
you when no matter how hard you work or how
smart you are, there you are. Standing there. Holding
your hat and thinking like, “how long can I keep this
up if I can’t even make BACK the money I spent!”
Ouch! Okay, so anyway, once, I bought a batch of
real-time leads and called a bunch of people who
were either not home or who harpooned me with,
“how’d you get my number!” Great. Now I found
another way to lose money. Hold on though, here’s
the part my “Bride” will never let me live down….

BECAUSE I STOOPED SO LOW......
I would even loiter around town waiting to “bump”
into someone and offer them an “opportunity”. I read
that in a book. By some (yawn) MLM “Guru.” But
the the results were goose eggs. Double zeros. Not to
mention how totally low class that made me feel.
That’s when I threw up my hands. I decided never to
speak to a soul about my “short cut to meg-a-bucks”
until they asked me first. But how? How would I
pull this off? Hmm....

LIKE PIGS FEEDING AT A TROUGH
But things changed. I ended up with a humongous
downline and I had more people than ever. So did
my downline. It was like pigs feeding at a trough.

I OUT SMARTED THE LOOKY-LOOS!
Did my “system” work? I’d say. Picture a stampede!
Wads of people. Over 8,314 actually. Like standing
outside of a Wal-Mart at 7:55a.m. on their super sale
days. How come? I suppose because I created a
“system” that would bring me loads of eager
Beavers with money in their hands.
How? It’s easy. All I did was make it irresistible.
Everyone has $97 bucks. Plus, people like cash.

SORT... SELECT + SPEAK + SEARCH +
SELL AND SPONSOR FOR YOU!
Okay, I’ll explain. We’ve all seen auto-responders and
Ebooks right? No biggy. But (and this is a big but)
what I did was string a ton of tools together. Putting
them together was what set this so far apart from the
competition. Here’s an example: This ad takes you to
an 800 number which takes you to a website that then
brings people to a live conference call which then
excites people enough to download a chapter from my
Alpha CODE eBook. Admit it. That’s a big sales
funnel. But it has to be. To get all of those $197 orders.

HERE’S PRECISELY WHY IT WORKED
It “worked” (polite word for landslide) because—and
get this part because this is critical too—it over
indulged the prospect. There was no overt “pitch”
because the machines were doing the selling. What
happens is prospects end up selling themselves. Like it
was their idea. To send you money I mean. You see,
this “system” is based on the “show me, don’t sell me”
mentality and prospects eat it (love) up. They get reams
of information. Now add to that the $97 front-end
“cash flow machine ” course and sakes alive. That’s
how you get lines of people to come back with their
$2,041 to buy the complete system.

I Call This The Quick-Link System
I’ll fess up. I was selfish. I got scared. Nothing worked.
I was a regular MLM “nerd”. I was. So I selfishly built
the Quick Link. That way, I could earn daily cash flow
and build a residual one, all at the same time.

This Part is Probably The Most Important
Here’s the hidden variable that would go unnoticed if I
didn’t explain it to everyone and it’s this. Instead of
trying to convince absolute strangers to quit their deal
and join mine, I went in the complete opposite
direction. All I did was devise a cash flow system that
everyone could use and make money with instead of
trying to locate a small 1% to 3% to join my MLM.

Trust Me, I’m No Saint. Just Ask My Wife.
By creating a cash flow system that all 100% of the
people could use, my obvious advantage was now my
monopoly share because now you and me can earn
money from everyone, not just a poultry few who you
can get to flip into your opportunity. That was the
smart part. Plus, even though the big $2,041 pays out
$1,500, it’s easier to sell this when the front door is
only a little $97 “Cash Flow” low cost get-in.

Create Daily Cash Flow. Here’s How!
After you get my two CD program for just ninetyseven dollars, you can decide to upgrade and to
actually be a dealer of this program. That’s $2,041
and comes with my six (6) CD program and buyers
actually pay you, not me. This way, you can create
your own leads, make $1,000 per sale (sponsor
makes $500) and make daily cash flow all at the
same time. But you have probably never heard of
me. So test me. Try the system with zero risk. No
one gets hurt at only ninety-seven clams plus this
gets piles of people sending you cash orders
because who doesn’t have ninety-seven?
Especially if it’s risk-free and people can keep
everything, even if they ask for a refund. But they
don’t. Why? Because they are just like you and me
and they also want to USE the greatest MLM
system in the world. Plus, the idea of earning TWO
level ($1,000) and $500 means with just a downline
here of 4 over 16 you earn $12,000 dollars!

Only $97 So Order Now!
With my two CD program and manual you have to
believe this is the greatest marketing course on
Planet Earth or don’t pay for it.
Just send back the cover of the book TORN in half
for a complete 100% no-questions refund. Thirty
days. Try it for thirty days and change your life
forever.
Joe Schroeder’s

“Cash Flow Recruiting Machine”
You can test-drive my system now and learn how
to earn thousands of dollars per week using the
system I have used to build sales organizations
toppling 5,000 active distributors. Or, you can
“save” your ninety-seven bucks and be no better
off in thirty days.
Me?
I’ll still be here earning $2,000-$4,000 per day and
building a downline monopoly all at the same
time.
Quick—one more thing. Look, in bleeding times
like this, we’ve got to forego running with the
average herd of networkers. Most are broke and
what I’m about to unravel could keep you off of
the slaughter house floor. Sure this takes some
elbow grease. But it’s simple. Bottom line? My
system will make you money, blow your mind or
my name it not...
Joe Schroeder
Copyrights 2003 Schroeder Publishing

Hear My Recorded 24 Hr. Tel-A-Seminar
(24 Hrs) 1-800-772-9781 Ext: 40
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Famous Alumni of This Program
Diane Hochman / Mike Dillard / Greg Drake
Dale Calvert / Yanik Silver / Robert Blackman
Dennis Karganilla / Jimmy Vigilante /

Your Name / 1-555-123-4567 / Name@Your-Email.com / Your-Website.com

Dead Downlines Don’t Lie!
The same people who wouldn’t be caught dead buying a used-car from this
Shark lay down like dogs and pay him thousands of dollars to learn how
to twist lists, bang more sales and how to earn $200 to $1,000 per day
whether or not a single solitary soul ever joins your pea-pod little MLM.
Learn how to induce compliance into people who hand over their money.
Meet The Godfather and # 1 Author of The “Funded Proposal.”
Paramus, N.J. —Rt. 80 / 14 Miles Due West of NYC
I am willingly—without remorse or even a stitch of
concern—ready and willing to sign my own ticket
into obscurity. Because now I am about to divulge a
“secret” so deft and held so tightly to the breasts of
Internet Masters, that by teaching and exposing you
to the “combination” to the lock I will be in essence,
creating untold bastions of competition, which I
predict, will be like giving the inmates the keys to
the prison. Its been seven (7) years. Now I share.

The Only Thing Worse Than a Lie
is Someone Who Tells a Half-Truth

Hercules Recruiters Are Masters of Mass
Psychology. Not MLM. Go Ask Mike Dillard.

How An Epic Ten Time Loser Became # 1
By Selling The Hole Instead of the Drill

You will learn how to twist your list into a gravy train.
You will learn to be ten feet tall and bullet proof with
one hand tied behind your back while multiple
downlines begin to Trump Tower under your feet.

I used to be the fool and no one has been taken for
a ride harder than me. No one has been a bigger lay
down than me. Call me an easy mark. A Patsy.

If You Aren’t Pimping Your Own List
Consider Yourself a Laughing Stock

Secret C.I.A. Intel Files I Shamelessly Stole

When you stop selling the MLM and you sell the
system (hole vs. drills) your life changes. Isn’t that the
secret of Dexter Yeager, Val Smith and anyone else
who earns Gangster money? After I reversed my doom
and decided to party on the side of sanity I shot to #1
out of 75,000 distributors. Why? Because if you load
your gun with a true 1-2-3 system the people who buy
that from you will also lay down and join your MLM.

No one teaches this. No one. Think of any big name.
Mike Litman. Dani Johnson. Big Al. Joe Vitale.
Blackman or Calvert. Then there’s Yanik Silver or
heck, take any “I used to be poor and now I am rich”
poster boy and here is where their genius was hidden
which goes completely undetected by the too lazy to
learn PC dweebs who still drip their MLM tears and
cry to Mother with, “Where’d my money go?”
Amazing that so many smart victims still MLM with
so few ever ringing the bell. Whatever.

Learn why (and how) it’s easier to collect five (5)
orders of $1,341 per 1,000 people than collecting forty
orders (40) per 1,000 at just $29.95. Once you understand the metrics of direct response and how the big
guns make their bank, what you used to hustle at low
end flea market prices will make you thrash & vomit.

What the Giant marketers have before their Army of
loyalists show up is this: They have content,
websites and written auto-responder letters to (a)
draw the crowd (b) keep the crowd entertained for
months on end and (3) they control the sales funnel.
You are either controlling your own sales funnel and
build your own lead base or you have nothing. Nada.

Learn why if you advertise your MLM you give people
the objection. The difference between advertising and
marketing is the difference between earning soup
kitchen money (squat) and making $20K a month.
Only a fool telegraphs his MLM to an audience of 10
Million who are already in five programs when the last
thing they are seeking is yet another MLM death camp.

The “half truth” is this: The big guns will tell you
they have a “system.” But what they never leak is
that the system is controlled, written and managed
by them and how YOU can control your own as
well. Why? Because he who controls the content
gets to earn multiple times on the users of the system
just as McDonalds earns over and over on each of its
franchise owners. It’s like being the Godfather and
having “earners” pass up 30% to you each week.
Guys like me are on the supply side. In other words,
we sell people like you the picks and shovels that
allow you to pan for gold. Which keeps the ones on
top of the food chain (us) behind the cash register
and forever leaves the Freshman class at our mercy.

Here is The Nerve Center of All Internet
Millionaires Whittled Down To 81 Words

No More Dead Man Walking

This Single Lesson Can Set You Free
Did you know that it’s easier to earn $2,000 per week
selling on-line with a direct response affiliate program
than earning just $200 per month building a downline?

Master Mental Lock-Smiths Are Laughing
Their Way Right into $4,000 Dollar Pay Days
Most people who dilly-dally around on-line are still
chasing their twirpy little MLM tails. How does it feel
to be going round–n-round like a cat chasing its own
shadow? Guys like us who earn Attila The Hun money
are using a technique that is invisible not only to the
naked eye, but without precise and calibrated content to
ignite the sales—–bang, bang, more Drano. In about a
minute after you scoot yourself into my website you
will see “the code.” And it ain’t cheap. My entire
branding machine is $2,800. Priced to insult the poor
and to pay my list pimps $1,500 per swish @ Pay-Pal.

100% Generic Content & Self Branding System
Dominos Pizza, Burger King, Randy Gage and guys
like us supply the cows (you) with the milk that you My Legendary Bank of Ads and Content
re-sell. Therefore we not only earn when you re-sell
Just Became Your Treasure Chest
the milk, but just like Dominos, we sell them the USE my ads. USE my auto-responder letters. USE my
dough as well which makes us even more money. media platform. Promote and brand yourself. My
We earn 3-4 times off the same little lambs. Why?
system is 100% generic and has been since 1998. You
either earn $20,000 per month building your own biz or
Because earning on the entire consumption value of you are paying to watch your upline brand themselves.
an industry is how most Legends in any industry rise
This Ad = $70,000 per Month
to their Rock-Star status. I did. It is those who sell
the do-dads to the doers who make all of the money.
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Because that’s what I used to be. Which is precisely
why I have spent a decade scouring libraries and
playing book worm Benny and studying
Government controlled mind-control CULT tactics
(see the secret C.I.A. Blue-Bird trials circa 1947)
and 31 months with MLM pyramid “Dons” to learn
their hacker stunts and mass psychology tricks.

$450,000+ in Monthly Residual Sales
Did this work? Try 5 Million with lines around the
block and Ya-Hoo doesn’t fudge. Plus there’s my
little date with being # 1 “Best MLM Trainer” and
then #1 “Diamond” award ForMor, 2001. Yeah, I’d
say the secret files I de-bugged worked. I am the
guy Dale Calvert salutes to in his book and the
“teacher” you hear Denny Karganilla quip about.

What I Know About Drawing a Crowd
Would Make Charles Manson and Bill
Clinton Boil With a Fathers Pride & Joy
What I am about to show you is virtually “Holy
ground.” You are either on my side of the fence and
control the central nervous center of an industry
(through content and control of the products sold)
or you are on the other side; the side where you sit
in front of the cash register playing Buckwheat and
making guys like me—thanks Pay-Pal—richer. But
for now you can only fantasize about it. Because
you do not know the #1 and underling component
of guys like us who know how to get hundreds

of people per month to part with their money.
Because that’s the secret.

www.StarLinkNation.com
Now you will be let in. Because it’s not what we
Foxes sell as it is how we (write) and how we can
predict how the little Lambs sort (information) and
what we know about mass crowd psychology.

Use My 21 Day Boot-Camp Series Now!
And the guy who leaks this residual recipe and F/T
experience (me!) is offering you the Genie, the
bottle, the magic potion and yes, if you knew what I
know it’s a virtual license to print money. Here’s
why. Do you even know that learning the proper
hidden psychology is the difference between a F/T
income or who hid the salami? Just knowing about
inducing head-lines, triple media imprints,
consumption and continuity threading is the
difference between the haves with plenty and the
have nots! Then there’s cognitive dissonance,
reverse double bind offers, bang alerts and triple
hoop tie-ins. Consider this like being backstage at
an Internet magic show and I am Houdini.

While I Realize That “Pride” is a Sin. . .
There’s a Reason This Course Has Been
Locked in My Vault From 2002 to 2008
** Mike Dillard paid for me $1,000 to explain this formula after he paid $200 for the book I’ll “lend” you for just $97.
** MLM icons Tim Berger & Diane Hochman also came to NJ to study this formula with me one-on-one.
** David LeDoux and Dennis Karganilla also paid $200 for this course. Now look at them. I now cut my price to $97.
** Yanik Silver, Jimmy “Wowzza!” Vigilante and Kristen Darkenwald all paid through their noses for this.

From Joe Schroeder
34 Miles Due West of The Glorious George Washington Bridge / Exit 28 / Rt 80 / NJ

My course, “MLM Cash-Flow and the Recruiting Machine” has created more
internet Millionaires than I care to mention. Namely, because I never got
to see one red cent after they used my “machine” & knocked off the sequence.
Which is exactly why I pulled my $217 Speed Enrollers course off the market in
2002 and why I then focused entirely on teaching mind-set and the POWER
of the subconscious mind. I’ve written some eight (8) books since then.

Then there was Dillard. (Who bought “Cash Flow Machine” boot-leg from Mike Stokes)
Then Diane Hochman found this back in “03” (Through who else? Rich Rechenbeil)
Then someone I spent 1,000 hours coaching (Jimmy Vigilante) opens, “Wowzza.”
Then Dennis Karganilla Makes a Million over at MLM Gold-Mine.
[All of these people are verified Geniuses!] —–Each one!

Am I mad? About

AS

as angry
Henry Ford would be at Chrysler or about as
peeved as the Wright Brothers would be at United Airlines. In truth, these
Genius’s would have found their legend with or without me. I only got in
their way and I dare say, I would bow—and have—–to each of them. I really

**

would. These “names” are the exception. Not the rule.

Often The Truth is Stranger Than Fiction
Now today, many moons later, I no longer “MLM” and I sit as the old man
and I teach.
There’s a community (www.MyPrivateClassroom.com) that was erected that teaches my
“Quick Link” Formula; of which I never appear. It’s a museum of marketing they say.
Plus there are scads of my ad copy all over the net used by practitioners of the
Zen Disciplines I teach. (Without the MIND-SET no system on earth can help you.)
Meanwhile, my live work-shops are $300 to $2,000 and I rarely do anything these
days but fritter about, read, study like the dickens and oh, I also have turned
into a lazy weekend “yard sale” hound. Where my passion for needle picking through
other people’s junk was acquired, is anyone’s guess. Albeit though, if you want to
try a technique of money stock piling and downline architecture that you have probably
never even gotten wind of, we are leaking it all now for just a one-time $97.

Read My Free eBook, “The Conquering Chief” @ www.StarLinkNation.com
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If You Sell a Monthly Commitment (MLM) No One Buys

However, It’s Easy To Convert Customers To Fans To Paid Monthly Partners

Tony Robbins & NY Times Use Sale Funnel
This Precise and Predictable System Creates Residual Income

FREE
The closer you
Move to free on
TOP of the
funnel the
more paying
customers
circle around
whatever
you sell.

Nightly Live Calls

Post-card

$97 Book
Earn $60
Cash Flow

Splash-Page

Auto-Responder

Free eBook

Classified ads

Inquiries / Leads / Opt-Ins / Enter Funnel Here

$497
MindMind-Set
Earn $400
The System
$2,041
2-Levels
Pays $1,500

1) Retail something
2) Get Customer Hooked
3) Bill them monthly

Who Else Uses
This Model?
It’s easier to sponsor 3-8
new people per month into
your primary program
when you have 15-30 new
people each month as
casual retail buyers who
you then convert to paid
monthly members.

Monthly
Residual
Income

Time-Warner
HBO
Oprah Winfrey
New York Times
Time and Newsweek
Donald Trump
iPod (Apple PC)
Verzizon Phone
Costco / BJ / Sams Club

You Collect and Harvest 1,000’s of Monthly Repeat “Auto-Ship” Repeat Buyers
Retail Buyers Convert to REPEAT MONTHLY Customers

Direct Sales Without a Repeat Monthly Residual Income is Just a Job!
Copyrights 2008 Joe Schroeder

Audio Explanation (24 Hrs) 1-800-772-9781 Ext: 40
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If You Weren’t Born Rich, Didn’t Marry “Money”, Haven’t Won The
Lottery Lately and You Want To Make Big Money in Direct Response
Internet Web 2.0 Without Having To Cold Call Dreks and Buy Leads or
Invest a Year and $25,000 Building it or Having To Dilly Dally with Little
Bo-Peep $25 and $100 Programs……..Here’s A Plan For The Rest of Us!
“The Cash Flow Recruiting Machine”

Receive For Just $97
** Original 1998 Funded Proposal 118 Pg. Manual.
** Updated “MLM Hercules” work-shop notes: 78 Page.
** Two Audio CD’s hour long each NOT just one.
** Recruiting booklet / Copy / Zerox / Use / Get Paid
** Post-Card Master-File / Copy / Use / Recruit Like Mad
** Custom eBook (34 pg) — you lace your links inside / Use.
** 100% “No bullshit” 30 day money-back vow of integrity.

Earn $12,000 With Just a Micro-Downline of 20
Level 1: Four x’s $1,000 = $4,000
Level 2: Twelve x’s $500 = $8,000

The Mega-Mind Pays
Two Levels $1,000 and $500

Beginner Level

of Course It’s a Blitzkrieg of Stuff

“Cash Flow Recruiting Machine”

No One Has This (or) Can Create
Anything This Vast and Colossal

Own Your Own MLM Monopoly Cash Flow System

** Tear cover of the manual in half and mail it all back.
** Of course you get sample ads / classifieds / full-page ads.
** Sample biz cards / flyers / pull-tab sheets + self-mailer.
** Nightly live calls (national) and coaching. Not “biz opp.”
** Box is LARGE (24 X 2/3 X 36) and ships UPS ground.
** Tracking includes immediate 5 day delivery.
** OVER-NIGHT is $44 dollars. (We use FED-X for that)
** Total is $97 + $20 shipping = $117 or $147 out of USA.

Yes, There’s More. Hold on Already!
** Also receive my classic “The Abyss of Money” book.
** Also see my downline site: MyPrivateClassroom.com
** Plus I’ll chuck in chapter 3 of my $497 Super-Mind book.
** No kitchen sink included. Just 20 years of my life. Yours!
** Alright. Doggone it. Okay. I’ll toss in the $27 DVD free!

$97 and pays $60
Two Manuals + CD + Tools + Entire Ad Kit

Advanced Level Includes Zen Mastery
“Super“Super-Mind” The Temple of Being
$497 and pays $400
Exercise & Learn Power of Subconscious Mind

Manual + CD + 34 Week Newsletter

Masters-Class Includes Live Seminar
“Mega“Mega - Mind” The Warriors Way
$2,041 and pays 2-levels $1,000 + $500
My MLM Monopoly Downline Training Program

2 Manual + 6 CD + $100 Seminar Coupon

Ripley’s Be ieve it Or Not!
Some incredible men in our industry have written programs based
around MLM and organizational architecture. Others have woven
together Million dollar brands (yawn) around “mind-set.”
A few have even gone so far as to sell $4,000 programs around
“branding” and web 2.0. Guess what. Our program not only teaches all
of this under one roof, but we invented the game. Ten Yrs. Ago!!!
None though,

no one has ever composed volumes on all four.

(1) MLM Mastery (2) Web 2.0 (3) Subconscious Mind (4) Ad Copy

In Fact, My Competition
Hasn’t Even Been Born Yet!!!
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This Page Pays $1,000 Per $2,041 Sale To Seller
Their Sponsor Earns $500 and $541 To “The House” To Drop Ship
Troy Gregory Entered @ The Advanced $2,041 Level
** Anyone can promote this program with NO purchase. But you’ll only earn 3%.
** No purchase necessary to participate. And you can earn $34 bucks per $2,041 sale.
** This custom Report Only Available For $48 per Month Paid Members of this community.
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If Ordering The $2,041 Package This No Refund Clause Must Be Signed
“My name is ______________ (print) _______________________and I agree to no refunds. I agree that the $2,041 program is no
give backs or refunds and the members area is forty-eight bucks monthly which can be canceled any time. I understand that the
tools and custom reports, the auto-responder content and coaching is within the paid forty-eight per month members area. I agree
that I am buying as information only and no sales or income is due or promised. I tried the $97 “Cash Machine” course, fell in love
with this and no one has a gun to my head. Please grant me access to this genius program. I know my life will change. You guys
have completely re-written the game here. I am ordering the $2,041 in order to receive two manuals and a six audio CD pak.
Date______________Faith Signature Here ___________________________________________________________________

E-Mail Joe Schroeder To Verify
That The Person Listed On ThisPage Is Qualified to Earn $1,000
Per Sale

Troy Gregory
All-Mind@WarriorsNest.com

(Cell) 1-981-555-9081
Your Website Here

Please Be Neat. Tell Us Where To Deliver The $2,041 Mega-Mind Program
Your Name___________________________________Home Phone_____________________________
Your Address__________________________________________________________________________
City_________________________________________________State_________Zip_________________
E-Mail (Print neat PLEASE
What are you ordering? ________ ($497) Super-Mind or ___________$2,041 MEGA-MIND. Check one.
FAX this page to 1-973-927-7065 (Schroeder Publishing) to VERIFY your payment. Out of USA $2,097

WHO SENT YOU HERE?
E-Mail Joe Schroeder Here To Verify Your Benefactor’s Status:

Joe@JoeSchroeder.com / 1-973-418-9261

Pre-Register Now. Fax This Completed to 1-973-927-7065
Fine Print #1: E-Mail Joe Schroeder to verify that the person above is qualified to earn $1,000 on this $2,041 sale.
Fine Print #2: EACH product is ala carte. Combined it’s $117 (shipped) + $517 (shipped) + $2,041 = $2,675
Fine Print #3: People who order the $2,041 within 14 days of $97 “Cash Flow” get 45 Minutes free Joe coaching.
Fine Print #4: At only $2,041 everyone should be using CASH money-orders. Earn $42,000 with 10 who get 10.

Use This “Tick Sheet” To Compare Million Mind March To The
Other Umpteen Other Programs You Are Also Needle Picking Thru
Bring This Score Card To The Other Conference Calls You Attend This Week

Date: ______ Start-Up Cost?___ Earn Per Buyer? ____ Un-Tested?___
Notes & Score:

Why we do not have an old fashioned “replicated” affiliate site to give you.

Notes & Score:

Why isn’t this a $4,000 to $5,000 program and why the “get in” is only $97.

Notes & Score:

Why our MLM Five (5) Level Residual “Lead” program is ATTACHED:

Notes & Score:

Because we don’t seek to capture your list as the other companies do. We teach
empowerment and let you use our splash pages, our letters, our war-chest of
tools to build your own list. Just as if you actually owned your own program.

First, we are low cost and only $2,041 because we don’t want to ask people to
give us money that they don’t have. And our $97 intro “cash flow” program is
priced to allow everyone to safely get started. No one gets hurt here. It’s safe.

Because no matter what you sell or promote if what you sell doesn’t bridge your
efforts into a DOWNLINE that pays monthly you simply have another job. Our
MLM is leads because leads are “generic” of which everyone wants and uses.

The Program Must Sell Something That’s Bigger Than The Pay-Plan.
Any legitimate program sells a tangible product that is actually valued at MORE
than the allure of money. If not, you have a money game and you will only attract
the lowest common denominator. Here, the product stands by itself. It has to.

Notes & Score:

With UnUn-Tested Programs You Invite Failure and Loss of Reputation:
How many times have you invited friends to a program that was younger than two
years old, and they went under or added some MLM to it or worse, they wouldn’t
return calls. Always ask, “when did they start and who is in the Alumni?”

Notes & Score:

TWO levels Means You Can Earn on OTHER people’s sales while U-Sleep:
Here, if you sell TEN you make $10,000 and if those ten sell TEN you earn 50 x’s
$500 which is $50,000. The game is to earn RESIDUAL income off the efforts of
OTHER people. Downlines take time to build. This

is 5 sales = $5,000.

One of The Greatest
Personal Development
Books Your Eyes Will
Ever Be Glued To:
Super-Mind is $497 + $20 Shipping = $517
Earn $400 each or $4,000 on ten sales

Nightly 9:27 PM (est) Mon + Tues + Wed

1-641-594-7000 PIN 600088#
This Single $497 Product Alone Changes Lives and is a Killer 2nd Income To What You Already Sell
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